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    Abstract:  Automatic Power factor correction is the capacity 

of absorbing the reactive power produced by a load. In case of fixed 

loads, this can be done manually by switching of capacitors, however 

in case of rapidly varying and scattered loads it becomes difficult to 

maintain a high power factor by manually switching on/off the 

capacitors in proportion to variation of load within an installation. 

This drawback is overcome by using an APFC panel. In recent years, 

the power quality of the ac system has become great concern due to 

the rapidly increased numbers of electronic equipment, power 

electronics and high voltage power system. most of the commercial 

and industrial installation in the country has large electrical loads 

which are severally inductive in nature causing lagging power factor 

which gives heavy penalties to consumer by electricity board. This 

situation is taken care by APFC . In this paper measuring of power 

factor from load is done by Arduino and trigger required capacitors 

in order to compensate reactive power and bring power factor near 

to unity.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Power factor is defined as the ratio between the KW (actual 

load power) and the KVA (apparent load power) drawn by an 

electrical load. It is simply a measure of how efficiently the load 

current is being converted into useful work output Modern 

industries using mechanized methods suffers from low power 

factor due to the use of different electric equipment which 

requires more reactive power. Significant savings in utility 

power costs can be realized by keeping up an average monthly 

power factor close to unity. Utilizing shunt capacitor banks for 

Power Factor Correction (PFC) is an exceptionally established 

methodology. The recent trend is to automate the switching 

procedure of capacitors to get greatest advantage in real time 

basis. Embedded systems based on microcontrollers can be used 

to monitor and control the switching of correction devices 

because of its dependability and execution. All inductive loads 

require active power (KW) to perform the actual work, and 

reactive power (KVAR) to maintain the magnetic field. This 

reactive power is necessary for the equipment to operate, but 

imposes an undesirable burden on the supply, causing the 

current to be out of phase with the voltage (current lags the 

voltage). Low power factor can also result when inactive motors 

operate at less than full loadsuch as a surface grinder performing 

a light cut, a circular saw that is only spinning, an air compressor 

that is unloaded etc. Losses caused by poor power factor are due 

to the reactive current flowing in the system and can be 

eliminated using PFC. 

In this paper we are using a method of the reactive power 

compensation by capacitor switching with automatic control 

using Arduino and protection of equipment from the surges. 

II. EXISTING METHODS

  There are several existing procedures for power factor 
correction in modern days.  

A. Synchronous Condenser

      The synchronous motor has long been used as a 

compensator with fixed ratings (known as a synchronous 

condenser). Compensation is achieved by setting the field 

excitation to arrive at a particular rating. A disadvantage of this 

device is that it is electromechanical and requires some 

maintenance. Since the degree of compensation is predetermined, 

as with a fixed capacitor bank, synchronous condensers have little 

appeal over capacitors. Accordingly, their application in the 

mining industry has been limited, except in cases where salvaged 

ones were available, at an attractive price.  

B. Static Capacitor Bank

  The application of shunt capacitor banks results in a 

decrease in the magnitude of the source-current, improves the 

power factor and consequently improves voltage regulation 

throughout the system. However, shunt capacitor banks do not 

affect current or power factor beyond their point of application. 

Capacitor banks can be fixed, switched, or a combination of both. 

The switching process can be manual or automatic. Capacitor 

banks are rugged and simple to configure and install . 

C. Others Methods

There are also some other complicated methods invented for

PF correction which are not much popular for economical 
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purpose and some methods are under research. Our developed 

system is based on power factor correction using capacitors as it 

is 

 

convenient for economic design. PF will be determined by 

the microcontroller and capacitors will be introduced in the 

system. Automatic switching of capacitor combination ensures 

the desired amount of PF correction and eliminates over-

correction. 

 

  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

 

The proposed system takes 230v 50Hz mains supply as a 

power source and steps down the voltage level to 12v through a 

PT. The power supply unit, then converts this 12v AC into two 

different DC power consisting of +9v and +5v. The sample 

voltage signal is obtained from this 12v AC signal and processed 

through the voltage sensor circuit for microcontroller input. A 

current signal sample is also obtained from the mains supply by 

a current transformer and processed by a current sensor circuit for 

another microcontroller input. The microcontroller performs 

power factor calculations and switches capacitors from the bank. 

The results are displayed on a 20x4 LCD display. The functional 

block diagram of the complete project is shown in the following 

figure.  

     
                   Fig. 1 Block diagram of the APFC

 

  

              Fig. 2 Prototype of  Proposed system

 

 

 

                          

 

                       

 

Fig. 3 Surge protector

 

 

 

IV. DESIGN METHODOLOGY

 

            The Automatic Power Factor correction device is 

developed built on embedded system having 89S52 at its core. 

The voltage and current signal from the system is sampled and 

taken as input where the difference between the arrivals of wave 

forms indicates the phase angle difference. The difference is 

measured by the internal timer and calibrated as phase angle to 

calculate the corresponding power factor. The system power 

factor is compared with the desired level and the difference is 

measured for switching of required number of capacitors from the 

bank. The values of power factor and phase lag are shown on a 

display for convenience.                   
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                         VI. CONCLUSION   

       Automatic power factor correction techniques can be 

applied in industries, commercial lines and power distribution 

system to increase stability and efficiency of the system. Care 

should be taken so that the capacitors are not subject to rapid 

onoff-on conditions as well as overcorrection otherwise the 

lifespan of capacitor bank decreases significantly. The APFC 

device helps to pull in high current drawn from the system and 

reduce charges on utility bills. A reduced power consumption 

results in lower greenhouse gas emissions and fossil fuel 

depletion by power stations and would benefit the 

environment.   
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V. RESULTS ANALYSIS        

       By using this system “Automated Power Factor Control 

and Surge Protector” The system automatically corrects the 

power factor when it is  below the unity power factor. The surge 

protector is used for protection of the equipment form voltage 

surges in the system.
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